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CONSERVATION IN TEXT BOOKS OF BIOLOGY

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Purpose

of Study

This study is the outgrowth
conservation

as a problem

of the United
gation

States.

which 1s now confronting

or not a need has developed

which originally

been brought
the purpose

biological

of this study to ascertain

sclences,

conservation

the people

for con-

It is also

if there has been any

text bookS, partlcularly
in their presentation

to the students

the responsibilities

in

was not present, but which has

about by man's lack of foreslght.

change in educational

interest

It is the purpose of this investi-

to find whether

servation

of the writer's

those in the

of the problem of

who in future years must assume

of taking care of nature's
Definition

resources.

of Terms

It would be well at this point to define the term conservation

a.s it applies

conservation

to this study.

One may say that

seeks to assure to society the maximum benefit

from the use of our natural

r-esour-ces .

,

()

It involves

the

2

malting of inventories,
and prompt

employment

efforts

at preservation,

of methods

the renewal and even restoration
pioneers

found extensive

with magnificent
game.

of more efficient
of resources.

areas of fertile

forests,

the discovery

The American

soilS, land covered

and an abundance

The amount and distribution

use, and

of fish and wild

of rainfall

throughout

a

great portion

of the land were adequate

Vast

of fuel and of useful metals were discovered.

supplies

NatuY"e really had provided
occupancy.

However,

over-cropped,
ruthlessly

pasture

destroyed.

tury passed,

almost ideal condl tions for human

forests were cleared away, soils were
lands over-grazed,

of our natural

As the decades of the nineteenth

cen-

that we were rapidly depleting a great number
resources,

were not replaceable.

and that among those resources

Therefore,

has many phases.

have developed

movement.

Modern

As our ideas of conservation

we have seen them expand to include not only

the care of forests,
careful mining

some

public opinion was aroused

in what is now known as the conservation

the prevention

of metals

of soil erosion,

the

and fuels, and the protection

wild life, but also the conservatlon

,A.

and fish and game

more and more of the scientific men of the na-

tion recognized

conservation

for agriculture.

1

of human Ilfe.

of
Conser-

E. Parkins and J. R. Whitaker, Our Natural Resources
and Their Conservation.
New York:
John Wiley and Sons,
rnc~-~1936), pp. ;-20.

3
vation

does not mean restriction

nation

of waste

servation

from all use; it means eliml-

in the use of our natural

has been well defined

resources.

as "wise use".

It is neces-

sary that all those who are engaged in developing
resources

be educated

those who occupy
lessly

destroy

mankind.

to realize

our natural

that it is intolerable

those resources

which are of such value to

It might also be said that conservation

does not

as a miser

his money, but rather the use of them without

turbing what is generally

depend upon one another--that

of interrelationships
force keeps another

dis-

known as the natural balance.

one looks at nature as a whole he realizes
unconsciously

that

this land for only a few years should r~th-

mean the piling up or saving of our resources
hoards

Con-

between

When

that all her forces
there is a series

these forces by which one

from getting out of control.

One spring a farmer had an unusually good field
of wheat.
Whenever he saw any birds in his field, he
got his gun and shot as many of the birds as he could.
In the middle of the suooner he found that his wheat
was being ruined by insects.
With no birds to feed
on them, the insects had multiplied vel'y fast. What
the farmer did not understand was this: A bird is
not simply an animal which ea t s food that the farmer
may want for himself.
Instead it is one of many links
in the complex surroundings, or environment, in which
we 11ve.2
And

80

it goes.

Such nonliving

factors as richness

of

-~-.----------.-.--.---~---- -------------------..

..

2Bertha Parker and Ralph Buchsbaum, Balance in Nature.
New York:
Row, Peterson and. Co., (1941),
p:-.-3-.----.-~·-

1+
soil, amount of rainfall,

and amount of sunlight,

living

and plants are all closely woven

factors as animals

together

in the environment.

is likely
members

Any change in that environment

to bring about a whole

of all the different

to itself are likely
after year.

series of changes.

to stay roughly

of the region--a

ance in nature".

The

living things in a region left
about the same, year

There tends to be a balance

and animals

and such

balance

If anything

among all the plants

spoken of as the "bal-

happens

to bring about serious

changes

in plant or animal populations,

we say that the

natural

balance is upset.

man is the only

living

thing with

of keeping

the intelligence

such a balance.

been written

Yet in recent yearB much has

It is known that the cutting of timber

lands has helped

cause the wearing

able soils and the occurrence
Valley.

The English

pest without
hunted

to realize the importance

and said about the harm man has done by disturb-

ing his environment.
of certain

Furthermore,

enemies.

in such great numbers

Swamps were drained

of floods in the Mississippi

sparrow was introduced

its natural

away of valu-

passenger

and it became a
pigeons were

that they became extinct.

to do away with mosquitoes,

but this

also did away with birds that ate insects perhaps worse than
mosquitoes.
the balance

Simply planting

a large field of wheat upsets

in nc.ture, for the farmer clears away all the

5
plant life that would na t.ur-a
Ljy grow in the field and drives
away most of the animals
thus making
wheat,

to become

changing
trouble

conditions

that would naturally

excellent

serious

pests.

is always hunting

phenomena

by upsetting

out of balance.

conservation

is a reaffirming

lIAS

mother nature

can we always

sources as we use them.

point.

3

the harm he has done.

throwing

the whole

chain of

In one sense the story of true
of old Biblical wisdom,

that

Not even from

take away and never replace.
of replenishment

of our re-

We should look at them from a crop

so to speak, rather

than from a storehouse

view-

Of course we reall:0e that we cannot live on a land

covered with forests
natural

the balance in nature, and

ye sow, so shall ye also reap".

Thus we should have a picture

viewpoint,

causing

is to find ways to turn the natural

to his own use without

relationships

tells us,

He is constantly

for ways of undoing

Hence, man's problem

that feed on

So we see that man is always

the face of the earth.
for himself

for insects,

live there,

and buffalo,

but we can live so that a

balance will be maintained.

that all the methods

of preserving

It must be admitted
such a natural balance

are not known, but we do know a great number more than we
are puttlng

into practlce.

A great number of mistakes have

,----------"
3 Ibid., pp. 4-29.

6
been made and are still being made.

It is well known

that

The interests of people cannot help but clash
with the interests of certain plants and animals.
To
feed ourselves, we must clear away forests and raise
crops even if in doing so we upset the balance in
nature.
With the growth of our country, it was
necessary to drive the bison out of the rich Mississippi Valley so that we could farm the land.
But
we could have left the bison the western plains which
were never suitable for agriculture and which we have
turned into useless dust bowls.
Seeing the results of
some of our mistakes should make UB very careful about
interfering with the balance in nature •••
If we are
willing to follow the advice of sCientIsts, we may
save the natural resources of plan! and animal life
which still r-erna.Ln in our country.
We are not going to conserve
conserve

enough 'o.Lan t. life to hold. the rainfall

we cannot conserve
off of the water;
less we conserve
tending

our water 8up)ly unless we

our soil unless we prevent the rapid runand we cannot conserve our wild life un-

their homes.

Thus, increasing

to prove that conservation

upon this natural

of students,

education 1s

depends to a large degree

balance.

Place in Present
Teachers

in the soil;

are not Interested

Day Education
in making technlclans

out

but they do want to give them such an Inslght

into their environment

that they will be able to maintain

such a balance

and secure the maximum

of our natural

resources.

4Ib1d., p. 36.

w.

beneflt from the use

P. Beard states that there i8

7
no doubt

that people

sink in their standard

they allow despoiling
fore, educators

of their natural

resources.5

should show their students

total of our natural

resources

of living when
There-

that the sum

is a cog in our economic

and

fltJfT7C1.n

1nteresfs

FIGURE 1.
Interrelationship
between our natural
resources, primary industries, and human
interests.
social machine.

Figure

a cog in this imaginary
others representing
es ts.

1 represents
machine--a

our primary

the natural resources

cog interlocked

industries

as

with

and human inter-

When one turns, they all turn- -us long as our re-

eour-ces remain productive,

our primary lndustries

will func-

.-----------------------------------------------5W• P. Beard, Educational Speciallst, United States
Forestry Service, in a lecture given before the Indiana
State Teachers' Convention, Oct., 1939.

8
tioD and our human

interests

will be satisfied.

should

teach the students

should

start in the elementary

without

this idea.
general

doubt a firm foundation

Perhaps

Educators

such teaching

science

courses,

for conservation

and

should be

laid in high school biology and agriculture.6
Statement
Every individual
which

influences

more concerning

should be interested

in any problem

his daLly llfe, and should desire

to know

So it is the wri t er 's aim, not

that problem.

only to find whether

a need for conservation

has developed,

or not text books show a definite

but also to see whether

trend in their presentation
generation

of Problem

of the subject.

Since the future

is now in the schools and since on its shoulders

will rest the responsibility
trol of our natural

of the intelligent

resources,

should be an intensive

use and con-

the writer believes

educational

that there

program on the question

of

corie er-vati on.
Method
To simplify
into two phases.

6

of Solution

the solution
First,

of problem

of the problem it was divided

the problem of conservation

was

Summary secured from the notes of the writer on the
lecture, "Teaching Conservation in Biology," given by
w. P. Beard, Educational Specialist., United states Forestry
Service, at the Indiana State Teachers' Convention, Oct., 1939.

9
considered

under four seoarate

tion of soil, conservation
and conservation
division
present

of forests,

of wild life.

four chapters.

of conservation.

found in high school biology
tended to be complete
present.

The writer

servation

education

The results of this

of Study
to educational

policies

as

text books, and it is not inmethods used at

is fully aware of other phases of conas shown by the activities
of Agriculture,

Isaak walton

Societies,

&nerican

Study society,

Wild Flower Preservation
of Fisheries.

chapters.

as to all educational

states Department

Nature

in the next

Both old and new texts were

This study has been limited

American

and

were made in an effort to see a

Limitation

of Audubon

development,

thetr trend as to subject matter pertaining

any, in textual material.

of Conservation,

study of each

will be discussed

second study are found in the concluding

United

of water,

Second, a study of science text books was

studied and comparisons
if

conserva-

conservation

its history,

This material

made to determine
to the problem

namely,

A retrospective

was made to ascertain
status.

change,

divisions;

state Departments

Leagues, National
Ornithologists'
American

Society,

of the

Association
Union,

Tree ASSOCiation,

and United states Bureau

"I'

CHAP'I'ER I I

CONSERVATION

Erosion--Its
Geological
down t hr-ough
manufacture

OF SOIL

Cause and Effect

erosion is an old story which has proceeded

the ages wi ttl.
a natural balance
and 80il transportation.

between

This country was de-

al gn ed by the activi ties of erosion and glaciers,
many natural

phenomena,

destructive.

soil

but.,

erosion can be both beneficial

like
and

The trouble arises when man, because of igno-

rance, removes

the natural

get out of control.
yeaNJ in buildlng

barriers

and allowS erosion to

What nature has spent thousands of

up, man has despoiled

in two or t.hr-e e cen-

turies at the most, and often in as little as tweDty or
forty YODrs. 1
The race has manhandled
balance

by removing

vegetative

land, and has upset the natural

vegetation.

When tbere is a stability of

cover, erOSion, which goes on beneath it, is so

slow as to be nearly
an examination

imperceptible.

of Figure 2, which

1

Thi s may be seen from,
shows a deep layer of

Hussell Lord, To Hold This 80il, Miscellaneous Publication No. 321, 1938, U. s. Department of Agriculture, p. 4.
( '0)

11
pr-o t.o c t.I
ve graSfJ on the slightly

wooded

graSfJ there is very Iittle erosion

slope.

Under tb.1.s

and rich top soil has

FIGURE 2. Vegetative cover prevents excessl ve er"osion.
A deep layer of rich top B~il has lain here for centuries slowly accumulating under a Drotective cover
of vegetation.
been accumulating

for centuries.

But when man takes off

cover, rips off the trees and the sod, pulverizes
with plows and harrows,

and deprives

which make it more absorptive--then

the 8011

it of organic ma.terials
nature starts to take off

the soil by Wind and rain much faster than it is formed.2
Some idea of this condition
Figure

3.

may be secured by studylng

Here the land may be seen to be marked by huge

2 Ibid.,

p , 5.

L!."lU3
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gullies

because

of the abe s.nce of soil-holding

vegetation.

FIGURE 3. Eroded lands illustrate the ultima.te C0118equences of the loss of vegeta.tion.
In Rich Land, poor Land

"Man-made

erosion is dynamic

save complete

destruction

(1936), stuart Chase states,
and cumulative

unless

and has no end

it is controlled.,,3

There

is no doubt but that the final result of uncontrolled
erosion would be total destruction
the top soil is washed
a foothold

of useful land.

When

away there is not much left to furnish

for plant life of any form.

----------3Ib1d., p . 5·

13Early Recognition
Washing

of soil was recognized

very few farmers

took any measures

There were always
the west,
might

of Land Deterioration

new homesteads

and farmers

failed

someday be gone.

Edmund Ruffin,

to protect

times but

their lands.

and good farms available

to realize

Washington,

in

that these, too,

Madison,

Jefferson,

and others in early American history

nized the evils of soil erosion.
of his letters

in colonial

George Washington

recogin one

states,

Our lands, as I mentioned in my first letter • • •
were originally very good; but use and abuse have
made them quite otherwise •••
We ruin the lands that
are already cleared, and either cut down more woo~, if
we have it, or emigrate into the western country.
However,

in 1890 the Census Bureau announced

was practically

gone, and the western

that free land

front:l.erended.

No

longer could new lands be secured by merely moving westward.
Lack of Interest

1n Soil Conservation

Figure 4 shows the ultimate

result of overgrazing.

the left may be seen a land covered with heavy grass--a
which has been protected;
patches
earth--a

of scrub grass,

to overgrazing

by small areas of bare

The first evidence

of concern as

the open range 1s noted by Shaler:

----~----.-.-------_. _.- --..

4

Ibid., p. 24.

land

on the right, a land with only

separated

land overgrazed.

On

"An Act

_--_._-------_.-
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FIGURE

to Preserve

LI-.

At the left, a range protected;
right, a range overgrazed.

the Range;

at the

that is, the Right of Public pasture.

This act was drawn up at Boone's Fort, Ky., in May,
However,

it was never enforced.5

I!

1775.

It was only after there

was very little new land left to clear that the farmers became interested
period around

in saving the 80il.
1830 offered

and some were actually

The farm journals of the

suggestions

introduced.

for saving the soil

Such practices

zontal Dlowing, which was used by Thomas Jefferson,

'_---'------------,_,-----------5Ib1d., p , 25.

as horiand hill-

15
slde ditching,

then on trial in Europe,

These practtces
gressive

became well established

farmers

by 1860,

Results

of Erosion

were tried out.
with the most pro-

but were far from being a national

program.

In the Piedmont

region, which extends down along the

east side of the Appalachian
were abandoned
eighteen

in the Piedmont Region

between

Mountains,

Fifty thousand

farms

1920 and 1930 because from four to

inches of soil has been washed

seventy per cent of the fifty million

from sixty-five

to

acres making up that

region.6
Wind Erosion and Dust Storms

)'

I"

During

drought

periods of recent years wind eroSion

has been very destructive
Oklahoma,

Kansas,

and Nebraska.

showing wind-blown

atmosphere,

An examination

of Figure 5,
in the

show to some extent the destructiveness

caused by such wind erOSion.

which have occurred
been unrivaled

lands in parts of

dirt heaped h1gh around a building

dust bowl area, will
and desolatlon

over unprotected

on the Great Plains since

in intensity

and extent.

as shown in Figure

Dust storms

1934 have

The dust ladened

6, gives some idea of the

6 Austin E. Burges, Soil ErQBion Control.
Turner E. Smith and Coo, r 1936Y, p. 6.

Atlanta:

,.iI
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'FIGUI~E

darkness

5.

A typical

result of destructive
sion.

which practically

towns and country

sides.

blotted

wind ero-

out from view entire

The sudden recognition

of the dan-

ger of such storms has caused a great amount of comment in
magazines

and new'spapers throughou.t the country.

The dust in

the air has even been felt by the citles of the Atlantic
coast.

This sltuation,

as a problem

recognized

by farmers of the Plains

for fifty years, has been caused by the' cumula-

tive result of years of exploitation
been intenslfled
However,

by the unusually

of the land and has

long and severe drought.

there has not been a general rec03nltion

trou.ble, nor has there been any definite

of the

coordinated

attack

1.7

FIGURE

6.

Dust ladened atmosphere

during a dust storm.

upon it.7
Destructiveness
Some individuals

of Erosion

are able to look ahead and see what

we are losing, but, as a nation,
now beginning
and insensible

to realize

the United states is just

the full consequence

use of the 80il.

According

of the reckless

to the statistics

as given in Table I, it i8 found that out of approximately
two billion

acres representing

many millions
because

--

..........

_-

the total area of our country

of acres have been ruined or seriously

the Boil has been washed or blown away.

damaged

More than

,.-~_,~-----~-.
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smJIMARY OF EROSION
THE UNITED STATES

'JeTABLE I.

CONDITIONS

IN

(Released by U. S. Soi 1 ConseJ'vCl.tion
Servi ce, April
Er-ost on ConcUtion

Acres

Total area (exclusive of
large cities and water) ...•

1,907,721,39?

16, 1935)
Percent

100.00

I

Areas on which erosion conditions not defined .....•..

14.!.~,
90.!.~,
339

7.6

Areas with little or no
e T)O 8 ion

578, 167 ,570

30·3

857, 386,922

44·9

665,0(36,0,')0

34.9

192,300,922

10. 1

322,961,231

16.9

234,023,574
79,735,380

12 -3
.!.~.
'2

e

..

"

01

..

"

....

"

Total area affected
e IlIO S i 0 rl"

"

•

III

..

11(1

I!I

"

........

by sheet

'"

" " ..

It

..

One-fourth to threefourths top soil lost •.
Over three-fourths tOry
soil and BOlle subsoil
Lo s t .

".."

"

l!I

Total area affected by wind
e ro s J~0 n.. " .. .. .. .. .. .. " " .. " "
€I

"

..

..

"

......

Moderate wind eroBion ...
Severe wind erosion ....•
Destroyed by wind
erosion" .." "
..
Total area a~fected
'rullYl'
nz
b'
0

9,201,777

0·5

866,821,976

45.4

524,792,576
337,851,662
4, 177,738

27·5
17·7

by
18

••••

"

Occasional gullies
Severe gullying
Destroyed by gullies

••••

.
.
.

0.2

'In the Western states a considerable portion of the
bullyin{:5is normal geologic dissection on which accelerated
erosion may be, but is not necessarily, active.
*(From A. E. Burbes,

Soil Erosion

Control.)
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857 million acres, representing

almost forty-five

of the total land area, have been affected
with

192 million

acres having

80il and some subsoil 10Bt.
been affected
being

damaged.

have been affected
are very severely

About 322 million acres have
eighty-eight

by bullying

of which 337 million acres

damaged and four million

sented bring about the conclusion

mately

Erosion

four hundred

depreciation

is costing

million

acres so badly

The facts thus pre-

that a day of reckoning

a year because of solI

and reduced yleld.8

Soil is a basic
pletely unaffected
ence the welfare

Control

source of wealth

by soil losses.

of the incH Vidual

them the welfare

and no one is com-

Not only does it influfarmer and his family,

of the community

of which they

are a part and the town or city where they buy or sell.
all individuals

should take the problem

So

squarely upon their

shoulders

and assume r-espon si bili ty of an erosion control

program.

For a number of years the Extension

8

is

the United states approxi-

dollarB

Erosion

but through

million acres

867 million acres

Approximately

eroded as to be unfit for cultivation.

approaching.

by sheet eroBion,

over tb.ree-fourths of the top

by wind erosion,

seriously

per cent

Austin E. Burges, Soil Erosion Control.
Turner E. Smi th and Co ,, ( 1936;'p.- xiv •._-

Services of

Atlanta:
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several agricultural
tional agriculture
carrying

college8

of voca-

in some of the high schools have been

on conservation

1937, the legislatures
providing

and the departments

programs.

of twenty-two

for the creation

1,

Also, since January

states have passed laws

of soil conservation

districts.

But to the aid of these state and Federal agencies must come
the ed.ucational insti tutions of the land, not as indi vi.dua.ls ,
but as a unit presenting
plished

by teaching

a solid front.

all students

This might be accom-

the importance

and the need

for conservation.
Summary
It seems almost yesterday
thought

that the average American

of erosion as an age-long

process

the past carved out the Grand canyon.
last few years, we have learned
from being the harmless,
man's misguided
process
land.

8011 from erosive

the

We know now that
thifl ancient

great areas of once fertIle

of vegetation,

nature protects

the

forces of wind and rain, but man, faced

of existence,

strips away the protecting

cover

the 80il to these forces with the result that the

rate of erOSion is increased
events--as

erosion.

use of the land has accelerated

Under the blanket

and exposes

However, within

in

that modern erOSion is far

geologic

until it has overwhelmed

with problems

that sometime

enormously.

Certain dramatie

the terrific dust storms in the Midwest--have

21

served to focus publi6 attention
the accelerated
indifference
entered

erosion during

clouded

the time that .ignorance and

the process.

this virgin American

u,on the damage caused by

The early colonist who

country 1001ced upon a land so

vast that there seemed no ne ce sst ty for conservatlon
form or degree.
sources
gance,

In this illusion of inexhaustible

lies the philosophy
exploitation,

in any

land re-

which has led to land extrava-

and destruction.

H. H. Bennett says,

Today, America has banished her last frontier.
The tide of e~pire has run its course. We have come
to the limits of the good land we for so long thought
limitless.
We know that the United states has none
too much of good land, and we are beginning to understand also that conservation of this is of paramount
lmportance.
We know, too,
that we cannot return t.o
pre-settlement condltions.
The nation has its very
roots 1n agriculture, and if it is to perSist, its
asricult'J.remust go on. We cannot grow corn and cotton
in the woods, or produce our wheat on unbroken prairie,
but if we are to continue to grow these crops, we must
be prsoared to compromise with nature.9

-_.

---..------~---

gA. E. Parkins and J. R. Whitaker, Our Natural Resources
and 'I'heirConservatIon.
New York:
John '.!Viley
and Sons, --Inc -:-,
-rF) 36T:-p.- 68 •----

CHAPTER

CONSERVATION

III

OF FOHESTS

Preview
A people without children would face a hopeless
future; a country without trees is almost as hopeless;
forests which are 80 used that they cannot r-enew t.heru-.
selves will soon vanlsh, and with them all thelr benefits. When you help preserve our forests or plant 1
new ones, you are acting the part of good citizens.
One of the oldest bellefs of man and certainly one of
the most mistaken
exhaustible.

has been that natural resources

are In-

In the case of forest control, perhaps. more

than in any other field, it is true that history repeats
i teelf.

Almost invariably

countries

steps and make the same mistakes
lands.

First,

go through t.he sarne

in regard to their timber

forests are found to be so numerous

that they

have no value, and they are cut and burned to get them out
of the way so that crODS may be planted.
unrestricted
protect

forest devastation.

the forests

Finally,

measures

It 1s an era of

Later, laws are passed to

from fire and unrestricted

cutting.

are taken to plant the barren lands and to

'Charles L. Pack and Tom Gl.ll, Pox-ests and Mankind.
'The l'!Ta.cHillan
Co., (1930), p , 111.----------

New York:
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cut more carefully

the remaining

is just now entering

forests.

The United

States

this final stage.

Value of Timber Lands
But why should man be concerned
If

timber land?

a

8 t.udy

first of all, they supply

value inasmuch

and less subject to

They serve as windbreaks

and thus prevent

the hot winds from drying out the soil and killing
by forests

over them pick up moisture

important

influence

passins
there

For'eets have a t.r-eure n-,

on the flow of streams.

thick mat of leaves and twigs beneath
absorb

since winds

crops.

and drop it where otherwise

wou.ldn't have been any rain at all.
dously

as,

Also we know beyond a doubt

that they make a land more temperate

is even affected

be

with wood, one of the most

UB

widely used of all materials.

Rainfall

the

of t.h e pro blew were made it wo uLd

found that forests are of inestimable

sudden changes.

with preserving

The

the trees is able to

a great amount of water which it holds and lets go

gradually.

Thus by holding

the water the forests not only

stem the power of floods but also prevent the destructive
erosion of soil.
might be added
pentine,

Lastly,

in addition

the value of material

to all thes~ benefits,
products

such as tur-

?

Latex, and many others.-

2Florence Adams, "Ho\1JTi'orestsHe Lo Mankind, II The Indiana
~?-ltonian, XII, (December-January,
1937-1930),
p , 3.-

History of Forests
Compared
world's

users of wood.

America is one of the
The annual ryer capita con-

of forest pr-oduc t.s 1n this country is 228 cubic
it is 35.8 cubic feet, and in England only

In Europe

feet.
flfteen
t.Lme s

to other countries,

greatest

auinotLon

and Their Depletlon

cubic feet.

Hence, man for man we use almost

a s much wood as Eur'ope and England
u

comb Lned ,

five

Natur-

ally, so long as there were plenty of forests, no thought
was given

toward growlng

them.

The people had looked on

forests as a per-pe t.uaL gift of nature,
aol L itself.

They even s!)Qke of

t118

tible since they were so numerous
To our earliest

and covered so wide a range.
as

Even in those days many of the raoldly ex-

centers of civilization

bel' shortage

forests as inexhaus-

settlers wood was as great a necessity

food or clothing.
panding

just as they had the

that forecasted

went through perlods of tlm-

in a small way the forest ex-

haustlon

that we are seeing on a national

definite

limits were imposed by the early forms of trans-

portatlon
a mlli.

on the distance
However,

sale exploitation
New England

Very

it was worth while to haul logs to

with the coming of the railroads,
of forests began in earnest.

whole-

When the

forests began to give out, New York started

cutting hers.
forests

scale today.

Then Pennsylvania

of the Northeast

took the lead.

were depleted

By 1880 the

and Michigan

forged to

25
the front.

Wisconsin

followed

held lumber supremacy.
Southern
using

and until

1895 the Lake states

When their forests were gone the

States took up the task of supplying wood.

We were

lumber many times faster than nature was able to re-

place it, and finally
the South gave out.

the so called inexhaustible

forests of

As region after reglon became deforested,

the mills went farther and farther from the centers of population,

and today they are making their final migration

Northwest.

Out there is the ultimate

in America.
mainlng

great stand of timber

has been a migratory

industry,

re-

in one place only long enough to deplete the sur-

rounding
with

Lumbering

to the

forestfl.

Only very recently have mills been built

the idea of securing timber from one locality all the

time.3

Competition

ing prices

between

relatively

areas has been effective

in keep-

low, for, in regard to timber pricee,

we have known only the value of timber as a gift from nature
and not its value relative
Prices

have not risen rapidly or high enough to cause a great

curtailment
estry.4

to the cost of growing trees.

in consumption

or to stimulate artificial

for-

So our forest history has been one of lavish use,

3Charles L. Pack and Tom Gill, Forests and Mankind.
New York: The Macl'vIillan
Co., ('930),PP-~--133-138:-------

4

Wh~Ab.Q~!_.!:.he Y~§E __!2000? Prepared under the direction
of the joint Committee on Bases of Sound Land Policy orga.nized by the Federated Societies on Planning and Parks.
Harrisburg, Pa.: J. Horace McFarlbud Co., (1928), pp. 89-90.

and r'a pld Ly diminishing

r'esour-ces ,

We began wi th a country

supplied wi th forests bu t have destroyed

plentifully

til only a few remain.
and now are beginning

them un-

We have cut down region after region
on our last--the

Pacific Northwest.

But worst of all we have treated our forests like an old
mine which

once exhausted has finished its service to man.

This is a needlessly

wasteful

thing to do, for with a little

care and a little viSion the foreetsof

the United states can

be made to produce much more than they produce now, in fact,
far more than they have ever produced.

Until rather recently

forests.

they

and this is Amer-Lca ' e forest problem!

can be kept productive,

any knowledge

Furthermore,

1t was not Lmpo r-t.arrt, that we hav e

of the extent or compOSition

But conditions

of the world's

have changed and upon inveoti6ation

1 t 1s found that only about one -e tx th of the original
land now bears vir/Sin timber.
ests gone?

Figure

dred million

7

Where have the original

forest
for-

shows that of the more than el~ht hun-

forest acres that grew here originally

almost

half has been cut to make farms, and ten per cent is practically

barren after cutting.

and is being restocked
seventeen
brougnt

Thirty 0e1' cent has been used

either by nature or by man, and only

per cent r-ema ln s uncut.

out by an examination

the original

822,238,000

The facts are f'urt.he r-

of Table II.

Almost half of

acres of forest land has been

r
27

*FIGURE 7. Where our original forests
went.

permanently

cleared and transfE:rreclto other useE;, and only

138,000,000

acres of virsln timber remain.

forest

land 250,000,000

of forest without

acres are developing

much care or protection

81,00l ,000 acres which are So completely
restocking

is taking place at all.

that increasing
nificant
only

Of the remaining
a second growth

as compared with
burned over that no

In addition it ie.

shown

the forests by planting has been an inslg-

item as compared

to fire losses, for, up to 1925,

1,625,000 acres had been planted as compared to the

annual

lOBS

by fire of 8,000,000

acres.
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TABLE

II.

SUlliJ1VlARYOF F'ORES'l'
STA'I'ES

CONDI'I'IONS

IN

THE UNITED

Foreste, and Forest Land
Original
Virgin

forests

of the United

Acres
States ..••

timber remaining ......••.......••.

Pe~nanently cleared and transferred
to o t.he r- uses"'
"'"
Classed

822,238,000
138,000, 000

.

352,000,000

as forest land .................•.

470,000,000

Developing second growth without much
care or nrotection ...•••...•••.•......

250,000,000

Classed as forest land, but So completely burned over that it is not
restocking with trees on its own
ac c 0 r-d
'"
" ..
til

Annually
Planted

destroyed

It

..

WI

..

110

'"

"

II!

..

"

"

"

by fire (average) •••..

up to 1925 •......•..........•••••

Originally
Eastern

..

United

four-fifths

81 ,000,000
8,000,000
1,625,000

of our f'or-ea t.swere in the

States, but because of the fact that eighty

per cent of the population
forests have suffered

is in the East today the eastern

to a greater

extent.

Figure 8 shows

that in the East only 855 billion of the original
billion
West
glnal

3400

board feet of timber remained in 1928, whereas

there was

in the

1360 billion board feet left out of the ori-

1800 billion.

Hence, in Le ss than three centuries

forestEi have retreated

westward

our

and are now so far from the

29

~~FIGUHE 8. Original and present timber
sup:ply of the eastern and weBtern
forest regions.
~~(From What About the Year 200? by Joint Committee
on Bases of Sound Land Policy)
centers

of demand

millions

that today we pay two hundred and fifty

of dollars as our yearly

freight bill for lumber

transportation!
It requires no prophetic

power to tell whlch way a man

is going who spends five times his income, and as far as our
forests
Figure
becomes

are concerned

we typify that man.

Accordlng

to

9 we Bee that only thirty per cent of our forest
rough lumber, wh11e the remaining

is usually

lost.

We actually

seventy per cent

COUld, and do sometimes, waste

more of the wood that grows in the forest

than we use.

Fortunate 1y only the more was teful mi.l1s throw all thi 8
away and develop

no by-products.
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-),·:fi'IC1.JHE
9. Where the forests go.
*( From Forest§_~cl

Ivl§:0:t.~:..m1 by :Pack and G-ill)

Our Present Predicament
The era of fre8 vfuUCl.. in t.heUnl ted States is rapidly
passing and future crops mus t be provided for or V'fewill
have to go without.

Nature's process of restoring the o1'ig-

inHl forests is too long and roundabout and would, perhaps,
require centuries

to complete.

Even though man has not

always thought of trees as crops he should be able to make
timber lands permanently

productive.

Forest statistics are

subject to error and any prophecies based upon them must be
based somewhat on uncertainties.

However, Figure

10

shows

graphi.cally that we grow annually about six billion cubic

31

feet of timber and use twenty-five
I-Ience,we are conauuung

billion cubic feet.

much more timber than we are growing,

but it is highly probable that forests could supply under
proper management

all the timber \lvewould need.

PFWDUCTf:3

billi.ons of cu. ft. of FOREST

ANNUALLY:
WE GROW ••••••••
VIfE

5""

0

(0

(6-

If the

-CO

?_,,-
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",,,,"'"'"'"'"'l

CONSUME •••••

WE COULD
UNm~R

GROW
FORESTB.Y

METHODS •..•.•••
*FIGURE

/////// /77777///111// 111//// ////1

10.

lVlathematiesof our predicament.

owners of forest land would practlce even elementary
methods,

forestry

such as fire protection and the leaving of seed

trees, it 1s estimated that the annual growth on present
acreage could be increased

to 14,000,000,000 cubic feet.

Intense forestry practlees could increase annual growth on
the present acreage to nearly 27,000,000,000

cubiC feet, or

more than the present total conSUll;,>tlon.5
Forest Restoration
Everything

and the Science of Forestry

that is done to increase the growth, value,

5 Ibid., p , 92.
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or productivity
This includes
methods

of the tlmber lands is known as forestry.
planting,

of cutting.

fire protec·tion, and scientific

Perhaps the greatest enemy of the for-

est 1s fire, since it not only destroys the timber but also
prevents

the formation of future forests by consuming the

leaf lltter, microscopi.c 8011 llfe~ and even the 80il itself.
So the forester must work between two extremes, both of which
mean waste.

On one side he mus t not cut too heavily since

he might :l.mpairfuture growth and.productivityhe fail to cut trees which are ready for use.
waste,

since the tree ultimately

nation of Figure

A-B
lJ

An exami-

showS the major economic aspects of

Tbe /ncyement

P'

ThiS too is

dles and decays.

C-D

B-C

The Ga.p;ia./
builds

l'

Neither must

o..vqi/a.ble

for-

/s
use

1

limher unused
/05

lost by

decay

1

f\

G
E

Volume
FIGURE

11.

of limber

Major economic aspects of forest conservation.
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con aer-v at.Lon,

forest

of growth,

starting

the age increases
and flnally
yOWlg

Every tX'8(,:)
undergoes

as an immature

a defini te cycle

seedling, progressing

to a point where it has the greatest

dying away because of old age and decay.

trees must be prQtected

reach maturity,

as

value,
Thus

and allowed to grow until they

when they ar'e ready for use.

Should they

not be used at the proper time, the timber would be lost by
decay.

Hence,

there must be a balance betwoen growth, matur-

ity, and de a.t.n
, Man should know where to step in
this balance.

Some mature

and old and decayed

trees must be left for seeding

trees must be removed.

should be made necessary

to co nser ve

In fact, it

for the lumber industry

tImber lands in a conditlon

to leave the

capable of continu us production.

SUUlIll.:l.ry
We cannot go on using wood faster than we are reDlaclng
it.

We would

lower our standard

of living if we used less

wood because we would have to accept what are inferior
stitutes.

If we import more wood we would subject ourselves

t.ohigh duties as well as to the uncertainty
However,
'lfe

of supply.

there is no need for us to become timber p00r since

can make amends

trouble

sub-

for what we have done.

The way out of our

11es in securing wiser methods of taxati n, fire

protection,
and research

more public forest~,

proper care in lumbering,

into timber growin3 and using.

Ultlmately

it

lies in growing forests on every avallable acre of 8011.6
And, above all, this conservation

program cannot be carried

out unlesB we give the Draper education to those who will
have to carry the responsibillty
individuals

later on.

are now in our educational

Sloce these

systems, it mny be

seen that there is an Lmue dd a'te , definite need for a thorough
and conmr-ehenelve educational

program on the ::)J:'o-blelil
of con-

servatlon.

6Charles L. Pack and Tom Gill, Forests And Mankind.
New York: 'I'heMacMillan Co., (1930),
pp . 239-246.
---

CHAPTJ<:::H
IV

CONSERVATIOH

OF WA'I'F..:R.

Problem of water Conservation
With all man's advances
amount of rainfall

in the conquest of nature,

is still a primary factor in determlrd.ng

where he can make his home and how he can live.
of the apparently
he is likely
grea t value.

the

endless

supply of water available

to waste it recklessly,
People

But because
at times,

little thinking of its

cannot be separated from wa'ter any more

than they can from the so11 or forest, and because of the
a.lmost annual occurrence
a.re becomlng
water.
whlch

of droughts,

more and more conscious of the importance

It is disturbing,

however,

suffer 8uch severe droughts

devastating
trouble

in some regions,

they
of

to know that some places
in the SUlilmeralso suffer

floods in the winter and spring.

The whole

isn't so much a matter of not getting enough rain-

fall, for all the regions get on an average as much as they
ever did.

Instead,

after it does fall.

the problem

lies in conserving

The conservation

of this water supply

and the control of its flow is a difficult
problem.

(35)

the water

and complex
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Influence of Conservation

Farming Practices

Part of the problem 'of conservation

of water supply

could be solved by helping nature restore some of her safeguards which man has taken away.
tices developed

Conservation

farming prac-

primarily for the prevention and control of

soil erosion have glven indications of wider usefulness.
During periods of drought in recent years it has been demonstrated that these practices are of great value in conserving
water in the land, and can also make a true contribution
flood control.

to

By slowing down the run-off of rain water in

order to curb erosion, the volume and velocity of the water,
which might otherwise
reduced.

con t.r-Lbut.e to floods, 1s automatically

Probably most farmers have looked on the mat.t er of

flood control as strictly an engineering problem, involving
construction

of levees, dams and spillways.

that they might play an important

part in dealing with flood

waters has seemed to them rather remote.
mous quantlties

The possibil1.ty

As

a result, enor-

of rain water that should have been stored

in the soil for crop use during dry seasons have flowed away
as so much waste. 1

Effect of Forests on the Flow of streams
The flow of streams is tremendously influenced by
.-----.~---.-..----~.--"""-.----.---.- ...-.-.-,----~-..--.-~--------.....---.-1H. H. Benne t t, Conse rV§:l:._tio!L.EErllli!2£J.E~E~l-.
ces _€10-£
Flood Control, LIiscellaneous Publication No. 253, 1936,
U. S. Department of Agriculture, pp. 1-3.
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f'o r'e s t.s ,

this influence one may p t ct.ur-etwo

To understand

tracts

of land on two mountain

except

that one is covered with forest., and the other is

bar-s •

A heavy storm burs t.sover both areas.

mountain

side the rainfall

the ground
by

because

torrents

They are exactly alike,

On the bare

pours down but cannot sink into

the surfb,ce has been baked and hardened

the hot rays of the sun.

creating

sides.

Instead,:1.t runs off rbl.pidly,

wh.l ch carry along great quanti ties of soa L,

If t.he rain 18 audde n and aev er-e

t.hese t.o
r-r-en t.smay combine

to form a raging flood which will wipe out roads, brldges
and homes.
served

Hence,

under such conditions

the count.ry in any beneflci2cl way.

quite dlfferent
tain side.
branches

is hapDeninb

Later

However,

something

over on the tree covered moun-

The force of the rain has been broken by the

and leaves,

and the water

or runs down the tree trunks.
leaves

the rainfall has not

falls gently to the ground

This water finds a cover of

and loose earth which absorbs most of the water.
this cover allows

the water to come again to the surface

in the form of springs and steadily
must not be expected,
selves,

prevent

severity.
forested
the sun.

however,

floods,

Also, winter

running streams.

It

that f'or-e at.e can, of them-

but they can certainly

decrease

their

snows remain unmelted much longer on

lands than on those exposed to the direct rays of
As a r'esul t.,

streams are fed by forest snows, and

38
droughts
water

'I'h
is

that o ecur' in open country are often avoided.

is valuable

lrrigation

particularly

in regions that depend UDon

for tb.eir farm crops, because a slow, steady
", 2

supply is secureu.

Floods and Flood Control
In early days the streams were fairly clear even in flood
timer. because
Borbent

the soil was protectE::dand kept porous and ab-

by forests and prairie

sod.

But the soil has now

been laid ODen to the rain and has been washed away by the
millions

of tons.

Hence, the flood damage, vast as it may

be, is not the only loss.

The 10S8 of the soil is the great-

est of all and the most peNuanent
for generations.

A flood is like an epidemic.

stop it is before it begins.
ing works
though

The time to

We have been building

englneer-

to take care of floods after they occur, but, even

these are noc esaar'y , they a 1'(;; not enough.

done practically

nothing

And there is no possible
on.

for it cannot be replaced

to nrevent

We have

floods from occurring.

reason why this cond.Ition should go

Thirty years ago the Inland Water.vays Commission

pointed

out that a river is a unit from its source to its mouth and
must be treated as such, and urged headwater
stream control.

But engineers

as well as lower

denied the effect of forests

2Crmrles L. Pack and Tom GlIl, Forests And Mankind.
New York: The MacMillan Co., (1930), pp. 125-130.
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and sod on the run-off of streams.
denial

are well known.

what is required.
headwaters,
better

replant

Hence~

The results of this

there is now no doubt about

We have to stop forest devastation
or protect natural

at the

regrowth on lands

suited for forests than for farming, and stop plow-

ing uphill

and down-hill

the 80il.

We need to give many acres to SOil-conserving

crops,

and protect

and providing

channels to carry off

those that we do have from overgrazing.

We need many little dams to hold back the waters of little
streams

along with other related measures

Whether

these things will be carried out thoroughly and

efficiently
letting

stlll remains

at the headwaters.

to be seen, but we cannot go on

the water go to waste and in so doing wash our lands
7-

out to the sea.;)

3G-ifford P1.nchot, "Conservation, II The LndLana waltonian,
XII, No.4,
(August-September,
1937), PP. 9-10.

CHAl'Tl~R V

CONSERVATION

OJ? WILD

LIFE

Preview'

On September 23, 1806, Meriwether Lewis and William
Clark ended one of Amerlcais

greatest

and proved

of wealth

Louis

that a storehouse

to the PacLf:lc.

three years ago.
Suppose

epics of exploration
s t.r-o t ched from Saint

This was just oue hundred and thirty-

What would such an expeditlon

forty-three

entail today?

men had to row a boat to the headwaters

of the Missouri. River and from there re-crOElS that expe d L,
tion's

route.

Suppose

they tried living off the country--off

game and. fish and w l Ld p Larrt.s , with only flint-lock
knives

and courage

such an expedition
vation

or disease.

to furnish bodily

subsistence.

It would be legally impossible

Most of our game herds,

and game birds are gone.
most streams,
our states.

Practlcally,

would mean death for there would be star-

or fish during most of the twenty-eight
way.

guns,

to hunt

months spent on the

fish, and flights of waterfowl

It is unsafe to dr:l.nkwater from

lakes, ponds, or rivers in practically

all of

In the place of clean waters and free meat we

have dust bowls, fire-gutted

forests, oil-smeared

(40)

marshes,
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overgrazed

pastures,

ditches.

stenchy rivers, and polluted drainage

llilfllteredwater is dumped into state streams.

F'act.o
r-Les empty chemical
Cities

death into fish-bearing waters.

dump sewage into rivers across wh1.ch great dams now

trap and accumulate
to aquatic
brought

animals

the odorous material which is poisonous
and plant~l.1

All these things have

about a s1 t.uat.Lo
n whi ch must be corrected as quickly

as posslble

or our wild life will be on the point of extinc-

tion as far as practical

bene ri ts are conc er-ned.

as the country has been developed,

Necessarily,

land has been cleared and

the regions where wild animals and birds live have been
duced.

Thls would cause sufficient

damage has been done by useleBs
by man.

1"8-

loss of life, but greater

or too extensive slaughter

In 1935 over 5,988,000 hunting licenses for taking

wild game were issued to hunters in the United States and
Alaska,

and this, of course, does not include the millions

who hunt without

a license.
Conservation

According
problem
kllied

of Fur-bearers

to ~he beet authorities

to save wild mammals,
for their fur.

it is now a world wide

e8gec1al1y

The Biological

those which are

Survey oflclally

says,

We are headed straight for a general extermination
of fur animals.
The same neglect that caused the exter-

-------_

_---

..

1.IT
~ A!g_erle:an,
bash Buckingham, "Prisoners of Hope," Outdo2_..
III, No.1,
(NoveJ1lber,1937), p . 3·

,.

mination of the passenger pigeon and the declmatlon of
tt\e buffalo herds and. that has brought the migratory
waterfowl to a crists is bringing fur animals there
just as fast.2
Herice

the need is imperatl ve for an intelligent

whole question

of conservation

of wild fur beare

Conservation

study of the
8.

of Fish

The most prized fresh water fishes are dependent upon
clean bottoms,

abundant vegetFltion, and a good. flow of water

in dry seasons.

These conditions

in early times.

However,

the character

and industrial

of our country.

to ea.stern colonists--shac1 being the
in all Atlantlc

Shad and salmon are now 6reatly
coast streams.

marketable

Fish

in the settlement and early develo9ment

most iJU)ortant and abundant

once abundant,

or injury of fishes.

Salmon, shad, bass, trout, and many other

kinds were available

Atlantic

pollution has

of the water and covered. the bottom

with filth, to the destruction
were very important

our streams

clearing of timber has modified

stream flow, and household
changed

characterized

reduced or exterminated

'I'hewhitefish

and the buffalo

coast rivers.
in our

of the Great Lakes was

fish, which afforded

the chief

species years ago in the IllinoiS River, now con-

st.i t.ut.es less than eight per cent of tho fish catch.

Ruth-

2Truman J. Moon and Paul B. Mann, BiolQ.a;[. New York:
Henry Holt and Co., (1938),
p. 820.

less cat.chi ~lghas been followed
industrial

wastes.

For the proneI' protection

ways or fish elevators
Lmpr-ovement.e , 3

three billion

by sewage, and the sewage by

are needed

of f1shes, fi8h-

in connection with river

The U i it.e
d states produces be tween two and
pounds of fisb every year.

sumpt:1.ons together

wlth the pollutlon

This eno~mous

con-

of streams, reduction

of flow, and construct:ton of dams, has reduced the number of
The only way out of the difficulty

valuable: fish.

that as many fish as a.ce caught are returned
Conservation
It is impossible
maintaining

a normal

tiona, however,

tnsect-eating

the value of birds in

Every study of bird popula-

shows that many of our birds are rapidly de-

in nuinber-,

clining

to the streams.

of Birds

to overestimate
balance.

is to see

For instance,

bird in Pennsylvanla

there is not more than one
today, where thirty years

ago there were twenty or more.

About two hundred

game birds which are associated

with swamps, lakes, water-

courses,

and the seashore are Y)ossessed by North America.

Seventy-four
fowl.

species of

species of this number are edible, web-footed

The food of sixteen of these has been shown to consist

of wlld

rice, pond weedS,

and wild celery--particularly

pond

3A. E. Parkins and J. R. Whl taker, Our Natural Re8_Q.~.E'£'~
and Their Conserva.tion.

~1936)',

pp ,

503':504-. --

New York:

John Wiley and Sons, Inc.,
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weeds which will grow in waters not too badly polluted.
these birds are closely dependent

upon water for breeding.

Ducks eat large numbers of caterpillars,
hoppers,

and cutworms.

and habits.

All

locusts, grass-

Hails and coots have similar relations

to the farmer.

All these are beneficial

are about sixty species of long-legged,

There

slender billed shore

birds which devour quantities

of insects, both larval and

adul t.

grounds of the waterfowl

Howev er, the brbeding

!)robably been reduced

to one ne r- cent of their orj.ginal area

i.n t.he Lake StEttes and uppe'ivlia s i, bl:;:]_ !;pi valley.
riav

e decreased

was forgotten

when a machine capable of

the grounds was invented

make large profits
continues

Thes!';birds

from almost untold myrlaC]E.i
to a mere b.and.t'u l..

Their food va.l.ue
draining

have

and investments which would

to the landowners

practically

If this

were at

a11 our valuable

birds will be gone in

a few more yeE:.rs. I t has been es t.Lrna ted by Bl)eclallst.e that
if birds were to disappear

entirely,

also in le88 than ten years.
appear

human life would vanish

And birds may actually dis-

if their rate of decrease

continues.

It would be

very di fficul t to get along w l t.hout birds that destroy
s8ed, insects

and rodents.
Con ae r-vat.Lon

of Wi.lclFlowers

Our wild flowers have also been decreaSing

_._-- ---_.
LI·

w eed

Ibid., pp. 504-505.

in numbers

--"--.--.--.__...-.--~~.-.~-------...

very r-apl.d Ly •

Even t.ho ugh some of the decr-e aae is unav oi d.,

able as we extend our agriculture,
done.

The only way to preserve

picking

there i.8 much that can be

our wild flowers 1s to stop

them~ at least the kind that have become rare.

this wer'e

If

done, many of our wild flowers now threatened wl th

extinction

would be preserved.

not give

the desireCi protection

licity.

People must be educated

movement

can be developed.

Laws, however definite, will
without

before a real conservation

Flood Control and Wild-life
Wild life conEervat10nists

education and pub-

Populations

are becoming very much inter-

ested in the flood control pr-0Ero,mand i 1:,8 po ssi ble effects
on wild life po~ulations.

The program wlll, if the needs of

wild life are really conSidered,
sources.

However,

add materially

if no consideration

be a great amount of damage caused.

is given, there will
Considerable

money are now being spent in attempting
waterfowl

and upland

to the re-

game resources.

sums of

to restore migrE!.tory

Huge dams which create

great catch baSins are of very small value from a wild life
st.anctpo i n t, but whether
is being realized
be worked
or riVer.

large or small dams are required, it

that the number,

location, and size must

out to meet the needs and problems

of each stream

These types of flood control structures will pro-

vide much better conditions

for wild life, and this is of

46
extreme

importance

in a country whose wild life is fast dis-

appearlng.5

Forestry

and Wild-life

The great majority
wild

life depend

breeding

of animals

Populations
that go to make up our

largely on the forest for concealment,

grounds,

and food.

Although

many species live their

lives in the open fields, even greater numbers make the tree
covered

areas their homes.

So there must be some guardian-

ship over the forest and its inhabitants.
naturalists

have proved

rapidly

where

forestry

grouse,

beaver,

that game animals increase
1s being practiced.

and bear actually

since on carefully

wild life because

iB

follow cutting operations,

food supply.

destroyed

destroyed,

If trees are cut

Figure

12 gives

for here is shown a forest with

thus doing away with not only the

food supply but also the Drotection
trees are removed

are better.

t.her-o will be Iittle if any

of the 8hortage of food.

80me idea of this condition
the underbrush

most

factor which governs the abundance

llfe is the available

and the underbrush

and

Deer, elk, moose,

cut over lands food conditions

After all, the important
of wild

Foresters

afforded.

But if large

so that the sunlight will filter through

and aid the growth of young seedlings and food planta, the

5Ira N. Gabrielson, IIFloods and Wild Li fe," 'rhe Indiana
W()1~9_&an, XII, No.4,
(August-September,
1937), p , 9.

t'o r-e s t an lmaLs will be found. in

abundance.

Figure

13 gives

FIGURE 1~~. For timber, firewood
and maple syrup, an excellent
forest--For wildlife a desert.
a

good

e xamp

unde- - ~gro'",,-t.h
Y'.

Le

of

q m
,;"
0 r19

an

8..n l.ma.L

the t.r-e
ea ,

good friend of w.iLd life.
f rest life--bird,
protectIon.
animals

paradi se wi th its thick, tangled
Forestry 1s proving itself a

Fire r s the greatest enemy of the

animal and flsh, and forestry means fIre

Not only does the fire surround and destroy

an d birds, but L t also destroyn

and ruins the coverts and hlding places.
forest

the eggs and young
Alkall ashes from

fires cause the deaUl of fish in countless numbers

when washed

into the streams,

lakes or rivers because

such

-

-------~---

•

FIGURE 13- It's in tangled wood
lot margins like this where you
find game.
ashes are poisonous

in

na t.ur-o ,

6

CoricI us l on
It doesn't
long as results

matter what kind of program is Bet up as
are secured.

The wild thln~s

protec t ed will return many rei.LIpr-o r; ts.

l
r

befriended

It shouLd

and

be a

----.-.~.-----.--.-------.-~---.-------------6

Charles L. Pack and Tom Gill, Foreat_§__:2!:!:d Manl~:Ll(l.
New York: The MacMillan Co., (193a), pp. 167-173.

part of everyone!s

profession

life of fur animals,

to see that this great, varied

birds, fish, and wild flowers does not

disappear.

.,

~
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CHAT'TEH VI

SUliiIMAt"1.Y

or

THE NEED FOR CONSERVATION

It has been shown in the preceding
the need

for an adequate

four chapters

lrogram of conservation

that

is vecy

of words may be wri tt en on the

acute.

Hundr-ed s of thousands

problem

and stlll it may not be nresented

in its entirety.

To take the bewi lderin.g mass of data and reduce it to i. ts
e eaen t.La.Ls is a')X'oblem in itself.

servatlon
tional

The many »haee s of con-

makes all the more necessary

an intenslve

educa-

study of the sItuation.

On Erosion
Our vital topsoil, now laid open by the removal of vegetation,

is being carried away by the carload lots by the rain,

or wind, or both.
United

Every muddy stream and dust storm in the

States gives us a plcture of one fann, county, and

state moving
presents

a picture

sheet erOSion
the whole

into another,

or out to sea.

of almost unlimited

striPling

A manhandled

destruction.

land

We see

off the topsoll evenly, ~nawing dOWYl

surface, keeping

more barren all the time.

it smooth looking, but making it
~e fLnd millions

(50)

of acres being

1-

reduc ed to wo r-t.h les 8 gull1.ed lEnld whose surface i 8 marred
non-tillable

gashes in the soil.

We observe unguarded

culti-

vation;

slashing and tearing of land; ak lnne d farms; pro-

t.r-ud.Lng

subsoil;

overgrazing

sheep; deforestation;

by

with too many cows and too many

stunted growth where great forests

f' Lour-tshed or acres of gras s apr-e
ad ; farmers led by v18io[18

of fancy prices to over910wing

and overpasturing

and so to

stagge:cing losses of SOil; farmers caught in a web of deo t
and forced to wo r-k the land all the harder in order to pay
1

taxes,

to buy goods they need, and to pay interest;

life of hardship,

toil and Buffering for many.

dig into the Plains--then

and a

We see plows

dust; dust over Dakota; dust over

Texas;

dust for three years with hardly a pause, day and

night;

crops baked out; topsoil of whole counties moved north;

mounting
half

debts and diminishing

reserves; neople who go on

stlfled, with dust in their noses and eyes, in their

beds, in their food; people who just spit and carryon;
1eople who cower in their automobiles

and see the surface

of the land rise; people who see roadside ditches drifted
level with

the road, fences disappear

and buildings
who hundreds
fertile

and farm equipment

under a sea of dirt,

covered from view; people

of miles away close their windows and dust the

soil from their counterpanes;

rain again because it always has!

people who say it will

Rain?--of

course it will,

,
"
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but one cannot keep on ripping a country up and counting on
the rain to heal it.
On Forestfl, water, and Wild Life
VVa have progressed
of undeveloped
touched

land and billions of dollars worth of un-

natural

to almost

from a nation wi ttlmany square miles

resources

an unlimited

degree.

users we have devastated
now see fire-gutted

ineffectual

economy,

mounting

mere gesture.

As a nation of lavlBh wood

our forests by fire and axe.

We

forests, fire swept wastes, poor manage-

ment of forests, wasteful
largely

to one which has been explolted

methods of cutting,

sporadic and

attempts at forest protection,

false

lumber prices, and tree planting as yet a

We have observed

a falling water' table, spr1ne;s

and streams going dry~ floods on one hand, and droughts
the other.

the decrease

of game herds, fish, and

of wa t e r-f'ow I and game birds.

flights
marshes,
lessen

We notice

on

We find oil-8!1leDred

stenchy river8, and polluted drainaee ditches to

our supply of wlld life.
Conclusion

Pel~ap8
conspired

times, conditio~ s and national necessities

to mak e it inevi table tria t we should pass through

a period of wasteful
Le saon ,

all

However,

exploitatIon

civilization

in order to learn our

st.arid s on three le88--1aoo,

wa t.e

r, arid t.Lmbe

If

r,

1 g dLffl cu l. t t..
o see
own Larid ~ how they

and

how people
e.an carry

watbr resources,

solI,

s c en l c vaLue e in

au ch tl:d ..Ylt;8 and y8t
doing.

these

an:: dest.royed--what

can do auch
out

minerals,

the

seem

evel'

to

thL tlg8 to

It
their

heC!.cUoflb apo Lj.atl cri of

for8Bts, game,

t.h e Un l. t.e d states,

then?

fish,

and how they

Y'E,aU_ze what

they

power,
can

are

do

:

&

CHAJ.H_['ER VI I

PJ:JALYSlf:) OF BIOLO iY TEXTS

Restat.(:::ment
The

~

problem

'-'

of

orio:i.(Jall,)'1

WO.f:!

first, to find .ha~.r

Lhe Problf;lll
di.vldec'l

.

v

;_J

0.· ._0,

L_1'_1+·0 two "'h"'B'er<·

a Deed for oonservation haB de.eloped,

Bnd .econd, to find whather or not text books of bioloGY show
a definite

trend in their Dr••entation of the sub,lect. The

first. phase haS already bean explored and discussed. in tho
nrevious

chapters.

The problem noW is to examine the texts

to see a change, if a~,

in mat.riBl devoted to conservation.
Soucee

of

Data

It is well known that there Ulust be SOUlBorganiZed data.
if

an analysiS of any problem Is to be attelilpted,for it is

r rcm thi s det"""that the co lclusionS and reC mlnenc1a
tions ar-e
formed.

11th thiS fact in mind all posSible biolO~y t.~t •

•• re ••cu

~ich, by chance, represented nearly all periods
red
bet.eGn '.heyears of 181'1 and 1939· ThiS would enable one to
see tho progr.ssive

change, if any, in textual material on

the subject of cons.~ation.

The following list of text

books which .ere surveyed are arranKoa according to year of
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copyright ..
, and such infor-mation

t.ex t.,

olace

venience

as date,

aut.h rs , ti.tle

and publj[Jh8r

of publication,

j_8

of

g1ven f'o' con-

in study.

LIST Oli'TEXTS AlJALYZED

TItle

Author

1. 1877

T. H. Huxley

A Course of

Place
ot
?ubllcation

Publl she r-

London

The MacMillan
Co.

Henry Holt
and Co.

H. N. lJlartin Elementary
Instruction
in Practical

Biology
2. 1895

~illiam
T.
'f:;,edgwi.ck

An Introduction
to
General Bio··
logy

New

3.

George 'W.
Hunter

New Esc8ntials of

Chicago

191 1

York

American
Book Co.

Diology
Lt.

1912

Herbert

'V.

Conn

Biology-An Intx'oductory

Chicago

,~i 1ver,

Burdett

and Co.

Study

5. 1913

6.

1911+

Maurice A.
Bigelow
Anna N.
Bigelow
James F.
Abbott

Introc1uctlon

New

'I'heT,A:acMillan

to Biology

York

The Element.ar-y Prin-

New
York

The MacMillan
Co.

New

Ame r l c an
Boo l' Co.

ciples

Co.

of

General
Biology
7.

1914

George
Hunte~

w.

Ci_vic
Biology
A_

York
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LIST

OF 'rEXTS

ANAT,'[ZED (Continued)

flli tIe

Author

'Publisher

Place
of

Pu oI L c a t.Lo n

8.

1916

~auriee A.
Bii~elow
Anna N.
Bi6810"v

9.

1919

Elliott
DOVHll

R.

A,T?11 ed
Blo10gy

New
York

The li!!aeIHllan
Co.

A SouTee

Chicaso

Unlverslty of
Chlcago
Press
Ginn
Co.

Book of Blo-

g

locieal

Na-

ture Study
1 i)

•

11.

1919

Benjamln C.
Gruenberg

Elelflentary
Blol()e:;y

Chlcago

1920

James F.
Abbott

The Elel!I(:~[lt ar-y princlples
of

New

The

and

Tb.e j"!IacNillcnl

Co.

York

General

Biology
12.

19'_07i.

M.

Srru'tll-

wood
Ida L.
Reveley
G. A. Baily
13.

19:~1

James

E.

E.

Hunt
14.
15.

1921
19:Y_

Elerm:n t.a ry

New

Animal

H.

Atwood

The'l!acdlllan

Yr)rk

anlT

Biology

for

Beg,i(mers

and
Economic
Civic

lTew
York

Herll"',Y H()lt

Phlla-

'P.

del

ton's

hla

1923

Gilbert
'Trafton

H.

1310logy of
HOlllE:

and

CO'.nmunll:,y

and Co.

and

i3lJlogy
1 .

and

Bacon

HUElcln

Truman J.
Moon
'Hlliam

ChlcCl.i;:SO Allyll

Biology.

Peabody
Arth-ur

B:l.ology for
Hlgh Schools

New

York

Blakls-

Son
Co.

ThE: ~.1acALllan

Co.
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Author

Dat",

TItle

J?ublisher

?lace
of

Publl.c ati o n

17.

1923

James E.
Peabody
Arthur E.

!9:2l~

Bio1og,)T-Pla,nt, Anifiled,

HI...rnt

ie.

E1eLf18(1 t.a ry

Elliott

R.

o ur-

'l'he

Chicago

The Univer-

Co.

I-Iuman

r.iv-

sity of

i ng ';To1'1d

Down i ng

?JlacLULlan

Hew
York

ChicaGO
1 c}. .. ~
_;

,~

_./

Art.hur-

G.

Clement

20.

SYJ'8,-

LivinG
'1'h1
n:::;8,

An
Eleme r1 t8J'Y
Biology

An Intro-

1926

due tion

Holmes

to

cuse

New
Yo rk

Gene.cal

Pre88

The Iroquois
Publishin!:'.:
Co.
Barco Ll.rt ,
Brace
Co.

a.nd

Biology
01.

22"

'23·

1926

1926
1927

due t l o n to

J. D.
Li 1) )i!1cott

Biology

Co.

C4eo1'ge ','1.

Ire"

PJI!8 C 1. carl

Hun t.e r

Biology

William. I-I.

Bioloey

Alfred C.
Kinsey

An Intro-

C1.vic

Atwood
'!iT.

1',1.
Small-

He..-,

Chlcago

General

Book Co.
Phlla-

P.

d.e Loh La

ton's Son
and' Co.

Chicago

Allyn and
Bacon

Cl"!lca!~o

AJIl8rlcan

Biolot5Y

wood

Blalds-

Ida L.
Reveley
G. A. Dally
?5. 1929

F.~.

Wheat

Ellzabeth
T.
Pl t.z oat.r-i ck

/l.rlvanced

EiolobY

Df)ok

Co.
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i.r'. D__
sr

0""_ti

'I'E-'XTC.'
AH;'--YZ-'-'DJ~
'.,
j:L,[._L
U

t·
.i nueo'1)

(C
,Oll

'1'1. t1e

DEtt.::;

of
Publica t.Lo n

E ...

r.TcUI.!.8S

Pear-_)ody

Arthur E.
Hunt
27· 1930

L.
Eikenberry

'N.

I~"

Biology
and Human'NeIfar€:

New

Ec1u.cat, j. o na 1

Chi.cag0

York

'The'.1aeM.l.llan
Co.

Ginn

a nd

Co.

Bl -:)
lo<:::y

A.

lNaldron
.=::3,

1931

29. 1933

30. 1933
31. 1934

'N.

JL

D.

Es s en tl a La
Dio

Chlcago

and

Ginn.

Co.

logy

]".~eler
Lois Meier'

of'

Alfred C.

New Intro-

Kins8Y

duc t L. n t.o

Li. :J~)lnco tt

13iology

Go.

Chleago

J. 13.

T. J. M on

Biology for
Begl.nners

New
York

Henry Holt

'?al.ll

New Biology

Ch:lcago

Allyn and

w.~.

~!lann

Small-

and

Co.

Bacon

woo d

Ida. L.
Reveley
G. A. Baily

3?

1934

F. D. Curtis
Otl' W.
Caldwell

33. 1938

}:;:lla
T.
Swith

Biology
for Today

Chicago

Ginr1

and

Co.

Exp1.ori ;::_, Chicago
13i0 logy

Harcourt,
Drace and
Co.

34. 1938

A. O. Baker

Dynamic

Lewis H.
Mills

Biol &y

ChicaGO

Rand

McNally
and Co.
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LI fJT

OF' 'I'EXTS

Title

Author

Da t.e

C.
Ralph
Ben8dict
'Harren
KnoX
-r
r.:...fIo
Georse
stone

3 5· 1933

AlIfALYZED

w.

C.

(Continued)

Place
of
PublicatIon

Publisher

I-iibh
School
Biology

Hew
York

The ~.lacMillan
Co.

l\[8W Introto
duction
Biology

ChicaGo

J. B.
Li)pincott
Co.

3 6. 1938

Alfred
Kinsey

3 7. 1938

T. J. ;J[oo(1
Paul ;\Iann

Biology

New
York

Henry Holt
and C

38. 1939

Geoy·t8 t.,
Bush
AllclXl
Diclde

11. Biology
of Familiar
'I'l11n68

ChicELgO

Ame.r-Lc an

T8chnlqu8 of
In

maldnb

methods
1n

of

the

wight

cur-v ey of

approach

follow-ins
be

the

gained

were
four

as

to

the

Book Co.

Proc8dure
vcH'j.OU8

used.

'I~ese

DarcLgraphs

so

the

.

texts,

methods
that

prOCE:dUr8 used

four

dlstlnct

Rre discussed

8omE: unclerstEcLl'..illlL
in

coLlectin/:'.,

t.lre

da t.e.•

of

ea ch

t(;X

t to

asc e r-t.e.Ln how ma.ny words

w e i-e devoted

to

60

was

to :f:l.nd out

done

guidlng

students

c).nyvv'riere in

jn flnding

the

Secane],

text

e ac h

or not.

throUbtJout

the

t.ex t, waS

accuracy

could

termined

line

count

case

it

that

in

no dlrect:l<Yl

the

by the

lines.

actual

the

was counted.

As each

of pages

nercentage

Fourth,

the

text

of area

waEl

in

a p:lcture

conservation

count

devoted

recorded

to find

forill.

was de-

ten

lines.

we:r'e a.dc:tf;d

JS

togetber
basiS

devoted
wi th

for

the

calcu-

subjeot.

such as diagramS,
whetller

problem

Only those

were counted.

in

material

to the

helps

the

sufficient

counted.

gave the

been made to present

student
to

the

that

word count

beforf;being

number of student

and maps
has

of

were

ThiS average

pC:l.rt.ial lin

This

was

aver'cige nULflberof

Dumber of pageD of t8xtual

the

tllf;:

s oat.t.e r-ed

was believed

by fincU.nc; the

ones

lating

pertinent

this

to make complete

nu~ber

the

subject

rJe listed

.1. t

to cons(-;rvation.

ac cur-acy

total

to

pertinent

and counting

conservCl.tion

attempt

oftE:'Yltrue

increCl,Se the

Thlrd~

pictures,

of time,

10SB

ma:Ler·j.El.1
was found,

be secured

in each

To fUl"ther

to

text,

In making

per

toget.ller

yet,

toward

on conservation

6tlJdlE;d t.ue numbe r' of wardE; on conservation

counted ..

words

materia]

COYliSfH·va.U..on , wh8t.her

index,

t.r-erid

any

thoroucJ.Lly eXClwi.neCi
for

wafJ

It. was very

e;i v en by thc

h a s 'been

definite

wl ttl Le s s

text

mat.t.e r' r-e Lat.r veto

index

there

whether

or not

any

of conservatio!
pictu:r'ed

helps

, ...............

----------~--------~~-61

From all t.he data. collected var-ious

tables and figures

v,ere made to show t.he trend as 88t fortl:.l
in the pr'oblem.
This pref:.1enta,tion
.of data in the t.abu Lar' form is a.ccompaniE:c1
by 8ueh

exnla.nation.as is

thought

neCefJ[iaryf or- clarification.

Delimit.ations
It

VIEtS

impossible

to secure all of the biology texts

which have been published

alternative
Thirty-eight

Therefore,

the only

was to secure all those that could be found.
t8xtsultimately

sELlllpling
cmc1should
determine

un to dat&.

secured constitute a ver.'ygood

be sufficient in number and character to

any trends that may exist.

In counting the number of wordS devoted to conservation
in each text, sufficient

accuracy would be secured if an

El.pproximationwere made, based upon the avera5e number of
wo r-d s

per llne.

Hence, it ifl not to be thought trJat the word

count is perfectly

correct.

AlSO, in counting pages of sub-

ject matter, it was considered

that counting to the nearest

half page would give data sufficiently
trends.
The term "illustrations"
trative material.
varioUS

accurate to determine

is used to include all illus-

No attempt was made to distinguish between

types of illustrations

such as pictures, diagramS,

maps, and tables or between colored illustrations
in black and whlte.

and t.no ae
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No two people would analyze a text in exactly the same

way and the same individual would not analyze the same book
twice 1n exacLly the same way.

ts

tlcularly
howe ver-,

as it pertains
assuming

and analysis,

an ideo f:,i. (~al mann e r-,

tex (,iJal.nater-La I in

c La.s a.l

wou Ld

Therefore, no two persons

to conservation.

In either c~se,

t.h a t all concerneel l[(adea careful study

the error by anyone

final tabulations

par'-

would be so small that the

and results would be the same as far as

trends are concerned.
When
divided

the years represented

into ten year periods,

four periods

contained

1910,

it was fund

insufficient

of any deflni te co no Lusl on a ,
texts to represent

by the various

data for the formulation

It was Lmpo se.lb.Leto secure any

the two perLod

1871-1880

and

s from 18' '1-1890

to reDresent

of Data

The data for each individual
A careful

and 1901-

1891-1900.

AnalySiS

III.

that the first

and only one text 8ach could be secure0

the ?oriods

texts were

text is recorded in Table

study of this Table gives a definite

indi-

ca t.Lon a f the content of eachl:)ouk r-e
La t.Lv e to mat e r-La.L on
cOflservat.1.on. 'I'he books are gl ven by number and are arranged in yearly

sequence

so that any ~eneral progreSSive

t.r'e
nd s might be riot.ed duri[lg the per t od from 1877 to 1939.
EVen though the indi vi.dua..
l data .for each text may hav e
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TA8LE

t

'l'ex

I I I.

SUMMAHY OF IvLA.TEHIAL ON COHSEHVA'rrON
IN EACH OF 38BIOLOGY TEXTS

Date

irumber'

of

'f'Vordsin
Index on

of
Il1ustra-

Humber

tlol1s

AS

FOUND

of 'Nords
Devoted
to Phases
of Conf:1erv.<),tlon

l\Jumber

conae c-

vatlon
,

0

0

o

o

o

11

(3

0
0

2260
1250

1

1077

''I
\.1

2
3

1(395
1911

L~

191 ~2
1913

5,0

191L~

7

1914

8
9

1916

1 (J
11

U

13
11+

1919
1919
1920

19:20
1921

5
4
15
5
0

30
4
19
14

1 L~
1

6
5
0

,

20

1 19,)

22"+-0
3710
530
Lj- 5S')
1)1 )

22

I)

5
21

0
12
13

15

1922

16
1 'l
1.

1923
1923
192Ll1925

4
13
0

c

20

1)26

21

19~?6

:22

1SJ26

,') -:'

c: ;;

1927

3

?0....
..._c

24

1929

41

25

25

1 Ci'),.1~~'1929
1930

1+

1

13

20
29

1 ·31

10

)0

1933
1934·

-

5::')')

297)

18dO
1470
3cA,)
3030

I)

_.;'

1Od ")

3
5
13
7
6
15

1921

I)

,j

,)

o

2211.')

731,)

2350
1 1 70
(J41 ,)
1.Lj.lj.(30

90
'_660
30 .)

3

12
4
34
14

~,-

;;0

27

33

193d

38
-4

19
Lj. 1

1!-0

1()

.!+.290

3'~l35

1933
1938
1938
1933
1939

8

311-

704,)

45
29

1797')

81

36LI-)')

26
27

31
32
1

~

r-:

~u

37
33

1933
19Y~

2

659

3560
17310
19)0

1 :)

61
264
73

5550
3"tc30

7671

TABLE III. (Cont:lnued)

Text

1
:2

3

it

5
6
7
8
9
10

11
12

13

14
15
16

17
18

19
20
21

22
23
24

25
26
27
28
29
30
31

32
33
34
35
36
37
38

Number' of Pages
in Text

270
231
453
425
11-24
329
432
583
503
528
329
590
221

558
471
614
229
503
488
449
558
448
522
788
568
585
549
529
840
773
636
718
696
733
744
845
966
695

Pages Devoted
Number

0
0

11 .5

3.0
3·5
2.0

12.5
4.0
11.0
12.5
2.0

21+.5
6,5
8.0
6.5
20.0

13·0
11.0

18.0
0

15.0
21 •I,)

41.0
52.5
.5
20.0
4.0
32.5
20.5
33.0
23·5
66.5
20.0
39·5
10.5
71.0
36.0
135.0

to Conserva tlon
Percentage
0.0
0.0

2.5
0.7
0.8

0.6
2·9
0.7
2.2
2. LI-

0.3
4. 1
2.9
1.4
1.4
3.3
5·7
2.2
3·7
0.0

2.7
4.7
7.9
6.7
0.08
3.4
7.3
6. 1
2.4
4.3
3·7
9·3
2.9
5.4
1.4
3.4
3·7

19.4
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little

8i2niflcance

L?le dat~l.

1877
t8cl

in

with

wlren

the

o t.uer

bookS

SOlliB
;::1.8

f'a r

of

eD.rller

of

co {),ir12,;h t.

advlsCJ,'L)leto break
yea.c

pe r-Lod s so

be more

the

that
of

that

fact

a iJx"ogr82J::3i ve

the

to

a more detailed
book8 could

two

oe['l,)ds,

there

comment

for

men tion

0

Howe v e r, the

1911-1940,

last

claVe

are

well

61 v en

in

aI'8

de o.ned

.l nt o ten

which

wouLd.

IV ur.Lrlgs

Table

ch ange LLas o cc u r-r-od 111 the

present

be secured

t

tell

years

of

r'

wh.ic h

i twas

1n Jlll.rul

the

three

o f thOS8

SO,~IE~

ac coun t at

co rrs e r'va t r on was

f

up,

index

neriods.

these

'Jer-

the

Wlllch dD not measure

the

18 a decided

num-

t1:1.9

trends.

"conservat.:i.on" in

term

of

only

the

1s

art

lil10ht ·bE; secured

~eneral

of

eXCim1.lation

shows

t.ot aL nurube

averages

10-

natHel.!,

wo r-ds , and

t.h.i. 8 fact

the

dOVUl

indicative

An

1:71.t.h

wor-ds :L.i_s-

that there

cO(Jc(,('(]ed,to

!!laterlali.s

E1.8

date

year

same condltion

corlEllder"d;

III also

Table

cOPyr16ht

late

This

t.o t.a l numbe r of

of page area.

centage

are

shown as

118.8 I n general,

years.

factors

0 I' i ll.l_tstl"Eltions,

bel"

of

is

numbe r of

t1:1f;

"Corlf:3fjr',lation"

the passing

trenQ

way t' r-oia the

1i'or e x amp Le ,

under

lnrJex

a definite

1[1 a progressive

1939.

,Y88.['

the

creased
t.r-ue

examined

:l;::'J

the

to

in itself,

lack

All

from

f

that

evidence

1 n the

year

o e r-Lo d e ,

re:)res8nted,

0(1

first
which

can be noted

made

and it

i

ndox

is

at al L

Inasmuch

the

represent.

11stll1t::;

no listing

time.

0 i'

C( veci[1e;

is

o ut

as

four
to

bHse

that no

el theY' text.
the

years

from thf; data
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'I'ABLE

IV.

AVERAGE NUMBER OF' 'NORDS LIS'I'ED IN THE INDEX
lHmER CONSERVATION BY TEN YEAR PERIODS AS
FOUND IN 38 BIOLOGY TEXTS

Period of
Time

Number of
Texts in
Per:lod

Total Number of
Words Listed in
Index Under
Conservation

1871-1880

1

0

0

1881-1890

0

0

0

1891-1900

1

0

0

1901-1910

0

0

0

1911- 1920

10

90

9.0

1921-1930

15

139

9·3

1931-1940

11

572

52.0

Average Number'
of Words Per
Text Listed in
Index Under
Conservation

-

that the trend 1s noted.

Shown by these periods

In the

period

1911-1920, an average of nine words per text were

listed

in the index under conservation.

increased
Showing

only Slightly

only three-tenths

cided change occurred
average

during

of fifty-two

change may be better

This average was

the next period,

of a word galn.

However, a de-

during the last period,
words being listed.

1931-1940--an

This progressive

seen by an examination

Here again the progressive

1921-1930,

of Figure

14.

trend r s po Lnt ed out by the up-

ward swing of the graph line.

This graph shows that only a

67
Words
60
!

50

/
I

30

/

20

1/

10

o
1871-

1880

1881-

1891-

1890

1900

1901-

1911-

1921-

1920

1910

1930

193119LI-O

Per:lods of Time
Average nu.mber of words listed in the index
uno E::X' COHSE::I'vat.lon
a.s fou.nd in 38 bioloe;,ytexts.

FICHJRE 14.

slight gain was made at first as compared to the rapid acceleration

toward the last.

Mention might be made at this point

that at first only con sez-va t.Lon of energy waf) listed; later
conservation

of soil was added; then, as the y ear-s went 'by,

conservation

of birds, wild flowers,

animals,

natural

resources,

forests, food fishes,

food supplies, health, nerve

force) water, uS8fu1 mammals, game, trees, and wild life
included.
meaning

In addition

of conservation,

W(H'e

other listings were made, such as
princinJe8

of

COl

servatlon,

problems

68
in

conservation,

uiean s of

recreation

con s e r-va t.Lon ,

and con e cr-v« Lion,

All

t.he s e facts

trend

t.owar-o a more detc,11ecl analysis

index

as a better

guide

for

the

An e xanrl nat r on of Table

'TABL]I~ V.

~f:;riud
Tlwe

Lndlc a't,e a de f Lnlt.e
of co ne e r'v at Lon in

individual

V snows that

whD

the

must

find

To

Number ()ps.
Te x t.s In
Per-lod

1871-1830

tE',]_

Aver-age

NUlrlbel'

ti

IJU)flOel'

DB

0

0

I)

0

0

1

0

'.j

1901-1910

o

.)

0

'191 1-1920

10

57

5·7

1921-1930

15

143

9·5

1931-19-4·1)

11

y't-2

amoun t as the

waterial
pe r'Lo

YE:B-l-S

three

have

d 191'-1920,

pa s s ed ,

pe r-Lo d s , no ting

was shown in
an

31 .0

Again
only

comrue

tba t.

the two early texts
average

of

Illustrations

of Illustrcl.-

1

last

text-

111us"l.rative

1391·-1900

on the

the

IrE!,: AVEHi-\.GIi: NUNIBEH OF ILLU~:~'RATIONS
ON COIJf::;EHV./\1'IOlJ BY TEN YEAR PEiUODS AS FOUHD IIJ 38
BIOLOGY TEX'I'S

of

1881-18

and dic1,gra,m of

of

5.7

n t must 1Je bas ed

!10

il1us t.r-at.I ve

surveyed.

Ll Lus t.r-a t.Lo ne

D81'

In the
t.ex

t
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were given to aid in the presentation
1;011 o n c one er-vat.t on ,

'I'h l.s

Lext duri Db the

period

durlng

pe r-Lod ,

t.he last

inclusion

of

a sreate)'

EWE:ptt:e

19'21-·1930:
1931-19L~O.
amount

t8;::ctLln;::,aiel may be better

of the textual mater-

:i.ncreased

to

and to 31.0

words per

'I'h l s trend

of i1lustra.ti

urid e r-s t.o od aftE1x'

.5 words

p<'.:1'

t.ex t

t.owar-d the

ve lllatE:::r'i.al

d.8

a

e xarn l na t.Lon of

an,

AVi:JragE; Humb0r

of Illustrations

35

30

7

25

/

20

15

10

V

5

7
II

o
1881-

1890

1391-

1900

1901-

1910

19111920

1)21-

1930

1931194

Periods of T1. Ie
FIC-UHE

15.

Ave "age number of illustrations
OIl co nae r'v a.t.Lon
by ten year periods
as found in 38 biology
texts.
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15, wllere,

Ti'igure

graDh line

of the

is noted.

Table VI
dlscussion
TAI3L~

aLain, a eOYlslstunt upwar-d swine;

JhOVJ8

t.hat t'be numl.er of words devoted

of conservation

VI.

has shown a conslderable

AVE}-(AGE rJUc"lBFT:
BY TIi~H YEAR PEHIODS
T:D~~{T8

lUrE

Numbe r: of
rTex·ts in
Perj_rJrl

Period of
Time

UF WORDS

AB FOUND

OlJ CONSEHVATIOlJ

IN

3

BIOLOGY

'I'o t.al lJumbeJ:' Average Numbe r- of
lNr)}-""I(]_S per Text en
()f 'Jorcl[l on

Conservation

Conservatlon

1

0

,

1(331-1890

0

0

0

1391-1900

1

0

0

1901-19'10

0

0

J

191 1-1920

10

2 9350

2,035

1921-193

15

62,320

L~,

1;)V _)

1931-19)+0

11

10,

159

words

11

the thirty-year
representing

1)e1'10cl
1921-1930
of 2,035

, ,750

period fr

ill

1911

to 1940.

The 4,188

show consi.der-ableincrease over the average

ever, an even greater gaill is indicated

1911-

1920.

for the period

which time each text averbLced 10,159

conservation.

I

the average number per text during the

shown durj.ng the ?rE:~cedln0[l8Y'iod,

19L~O during

tbf1

increase

1 (~71- 18dO

during

to

How -

'9~1-

wo rds ou

This fact shows a definite trend towaL~ a
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/
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~eriods of Time
FIGURE 16. Average number of words devoted to conservation
by ten year peri de as found in 38 biology texts.
more complete

and elaborate

time progresses.
form, the increase

Figure

discussion

of conservation

as

16 shows this same trend in graphic

in the number of wor~B beinG very definite,

7-2
par-t.Lcu l ar-Ly during

four periods
of data.

the last ten-year l)eriod.

are omitted from the discussion

In early editions,

This was discussed

was seen in the presentation
was indirect,

a few, separate,
bringing

conservation

Later, a noticeable

of conservation.

brief paragraphs

change

of the texts.

scattered 1n the book, or

Instead of a loose, rambling,

a whole unit or two to conservation.

diSCUSSion

a progression

of energy in a text book of 1912

actlvltles

material

comprising

a definite

by the inclusion

There

from a 1250 word description
to a

two full units of 135

pages or 36,490 words in a text book of 1939.

arouse interest

to devote

new chapters were presented which brought

of conservation

to this diSCUSSion

~.Vi
th

Instead of a mere

out more in detail all the phases of conservation.

of the conservation

dis-

method was found.

the adVent of the unit plan, it was found desirable

was, for example,

How-

began to infiltr'ate into the

survey, a more analytical

on forestry,

this

it in either

it out in a chapter on forests and forestry.

connected

chapter

of

Formerly

the authors discussing

ever, a new phase of presentation
content

RDplied

very briefly, being included in

very few lines of textual print.

presentation

because of lack

the term "conservation"

to only a limited field, a a for example,
energy.

first

The

In addition

effort was made to

of problems and suggested

and by the use of the blbllography

to di.l"'ect
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additional

study.

Table VII indlcates
TABLE

Period
TIme

VII.

0·'"
J.

that the trend has been toward

THE AVERAGE PERCEN1'AGE OF' PAGE Ali.EA DEVOTED
TO CONSEHVA'r ION BY TEN YEAH. PEHIODS AS FOUND
IN 38 BIOJ..JOGY TEXTS

l~·umberof
Text-a in
Period

Total Number of
Pages in Texts

Average Number
of Pages in
Texts

1871-1330
1881-1890
1891-1900

1

270

0

0

1

190 1~·1910

191 1- 1920
1921-1930
1931-1940

0
10

0

0

.L~596

15

7~,50
,3175

459.6
5°3.3
7)+3·2

11

Total Number
of Pages Devoted to
ConservatJ.on

1871-1330

Average Number
of Pagc8
Devoted to
Conservat.1.on

0

0
0
0
0

86.5
2.37.0
1+88.0

8.65
15.80
44.36

I)

1901-1910
1911- 1920
1921-1930
1931-1940

d evo ting

(Continued)

0
0

18,31-18co
1391-1900

a

Greater pe r-cerrt.age
of

of conservation

0

231

:231

T.ABLE VI I.
Period of
Tlme

270

as the years have

pace

Perof
Area Per Text
Devr)ted to
Conservat.l.on
{\.verage
centaS8

0
0

o

0

1•9

:3. 1

6. :)

B-pe:.l

passed.

to the dlscI.l.EH31on
This trend 1s
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clearly

shown by the last

lack of sufficient
the flY'st
!:'u'eawas
the

four'. An average
131ven over

During

being

However,

reached.

examining
Ave:eage

1.9

only

the

Dec

the

the

1921-1930,

r-epr'eae nt.Lng

~L

rather

Lnc r-ea ae WetS much mor'e r-a ol d

an average of 6.0 per cent of page

This

trend

may be also

17, whl.cti ShOVH3 ,oJ.. defini

11'igure

cen t o f page

ne x t pe r-i.od ,

to 3. 1 per cent,

the last period,.

during
area

63.1n..

of

of

t.he r1iseu.8
si on of oo n se r-v at.Lon during

to

ave r'Cig8 was increased
to

;_-,eriods,
even though

datq forces one to omit consideration

pe r-Lod 1911-1920.

dE:fi(li

three ten-year

te

by

ascertained
rise

in

average

PE::
r-c en t

6·
5·
4-

.:

3
2

/

/

/

o
13711880

1881189

1

)

18911900

191.)1-

Pe r Loda of
FIGUHE

17.

Average

c o ne er-vat.Lon

bioLOS:Jtexts.

1 . 1 11920

19Ch)

191.~O

Time

Ilage !3.re:1., devoted t.o
yerl.Y' ~)erlods as found in 3;3

per-c en ,r'GEl of

by ten

1931-

oercentags

from

oerlod

'911-1;20 to period1921-1930,

and

~jumlIlary

To summarize,

beint_:;tow2Lcd

t.r-erid
,)f

a

t.b.e

to

~reater

aruo

o r-Lnted

page;

the

in

un t, of

b1. bliograc)hy

to

(',D

lllustcat l.v e rna. teria1
of a Sreat8r

U1C:l text arid

titles;

(e)

(d)

nurnbe r- o f

t ward

of a 6reater
f

texts); (h) the grentec

di r-e c t ad d.Lt.i.ona.t
study

8u~)~)lemeu t
worda
11.1.-

un.Ie r !U()J:'e O.C

disCU8fJ~d

t.at.Lo n

(a ) a

) ut.i i i.za.tlon

to

a trend

allotment

area to the pre3en

very latest

be ~lven:

illay

li.stIng;

of conservation;

i~ap0rO?rlate

the

facts

detal.led

(:;) allotment

throLlc.:;hout

eerl tage o f paGe

following

a mo r'e

discussion

scattered
1883

the

per-

c o us e rva t10(1;

use of the

on c o uae rva ti.o n ,

II
I

CHA PIT'.~I~ VI I I

C01JCLUSI()U~~

AftE:';c'

8.. t.hOrOiJ!S!:l wt.ucly

aft~~ an analJsis

sources

as

at. the

ti~e

cOillQared

of

t1:F)J'ouC;b

and

the

with

has

t.e xt.ual

been
of

in bloloEY,

the

forth:

j

ty

of our' natural
8upnly

nlentlful

e c o norn i c and s()c1al
t.he r-e :i_s s t.tTl ample

a defi.nite

f!latt~L'i.al

0:r'O

trend

c ori s e r-va t L(')11and

'I'h.ce.~.--Thereshould

sentat'Lon

of texts

bo set

~.coIJ1"'Hl and

COr1f:lervati.0(l

l_lr8;?,(,n
t c ca.r-c

~)cesent~lti.on

the:::

the

re-

wblch we had

colonizatlon.

Two.--Tlere

fore,

illClj

shown by the

8

of

of a nwaber

conclusions

fol10wlns

'I'hl a i

AND RECOi,E'JlJi;HDATIONS

is

better'

be an 8ntl.rE'

1. ttl

bo o k de oted
COtlE;C

for l!fl!n'OVemellt

and ()r.::::anl.zatioY1 o f t.nese nr-obl ema ,

(76)

r-eLa ted

91:'0b-

OY'f:>'MLi.Zed u.nd

b l eme Lnv oLved Lr1

o~)()ortunlty

toward a more

L'V0..

ar-

t() the

t Lon ,

for

In tho upeEven with

\~--77
On the basis of the foregoinG

conclusions,

the follow-

1."n5t.wo recOlIln8ndat'Lons(nay be ma.de :
On(~. - - In

the

rev lsion

be given to conservation

of

c e r-t.a.Ln texts more s "ace

and its discussion.

acco!Tl"lishedby omi. ttLng the less important

increaslnc

should

This could be
ma t.e
rLa.L or by

the number of )ag8s in the text.

Two. _ -The uios t t mport.ant.r-ecommenda.t.Loni 8['ha t an entlre bo ok be written
conservation

(; conservation.

Since thenaterial

is still more or les8 scattered

in variouS books,

and since there is still no complete, well organized

dis-

cussion to be found, such a text would be of invaluable
in a school system.

on

aid

It could be used as a source book in

science classes or as a text in any con ae r-vatl.on course, and
would

enable the problem to be given thoroughly

ly as it should be.

and accurate-

I~
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involved.
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